With a function j(t)
Theorem C. If j{t) satisfies a Lipschitz-Holder condition then |/(0~~B n (t) | <c 2 n~x /2 ,Ci,c 2 constants (see [7] , p. 53;4). B n {t) is a linear transform of the function/^) ; for the infinite interval (0,<») we define an analogous transform: 1 Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at the end of this paper.
We shall prove corresponding theorems of approximation for this transform; u->ca corresponds to 7i-* co in eq 1. We also sharpen theorem B to uniform convergence at the point r.
Definition: A set of continuous functions P (u, x) is said to converge uniformly to the value S at a point #=f, as li-^oo if P(u n ,x n )^>S, whenever £"->f and u n -> co y as n-^> °°. An equivalent formulation is: to any e>0 there exists a 5(c) and an ij(5,€) so that \P(u,x)-S|<€ for \x-f|<6 and 2. In this section we introduce some lemmas for later application.
Lemma 1. For \>0,
The following identity is easily verified:
it follows that This proves lemma 1. We write l/u=h, and introduce the notation Utilizing formula (6) we get
A f(yh)=f( v +lh)-f(vh).

A 2 j(vh) =AAj{vh) =J(v+2h)-2j(v+ lh)+f(vh
Using the same device as in the proof of theorem 1, and employing lemma 2, we can complete the proof of theorem 3. The result can be generalized to higher derivatives. We restrict ourselves here to the case that /"({•) exists. Thus, here the term with the largest weight has the index v^ux.
In the Bernoulli polynomial the term with the largest weight has the index v^tn.
If instead of a function/we consider a sequence S o , Si, S 2 , . . . , then to the transform (1) corresponds (9) which defines the generalized Euler summability, and to the transform (2) corresponds which gives BoreFs summability method.
9. To approximate a function f(x) over the whole real axis, we write say; An extensive literature deals with this question.
